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INTRODUCTION

Cyanide is a toxic compound widely used
in mining to extract precious metals like
gold, silver or bronze.

PRELIMINARY 

RESULTS

CONCLUSIONS

Naturally some bacterias are capable to
degrade these molecules. CynD is a type of
prokaryote enzyme able to degrade cyanide.
Its active form seems to be an oligomer of
variable length according to the species
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CynD models were obtained from several online servers, Ramanchandran plots showed
that the Robetta server generated models with higher percentage of residues in favored
and allowed regions of the plot. The ModFold6 server showed that the C-terminal of CynD
probably is a disordered region. We also performed a molecular dynamics simulations in
order to analyze if this C-terminal region in fact is a intrinsically disordered region of CynD.
We will analyze those results and generated longer simulations to try to better understand
the dynamics of these enzymes We are also interested in understand how the
oligomerization process occur.

REFERENCESFig. 1: Results of the analysis of the Ramachandran’s plots of the 12 models
generated using the RAMPAGE tool (A) Results of the analysis of the 3 best
models generated using the ModFold6 tool (B)
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Fig. 2: Ramachandran's Plot of the Robetta 1 model obtained from the Rampage
tool (A). Residue error plot of the protein obtained from ModFold6 tool (B)Several attempts to obtain structural models of CynD by crystallography

has not success mainly due the insolubility of the oligomeric state of this
protein. In this work we aimed to use in silico tools to obtain models of
CynD from Bacillus pumilus to perform molecular dynamics that will allow
us to identify the aminoacids implied in the oligomerization surfaces. This
knowledge could lead us to rationally design CynD variants that are not
able to form tights oligomers stabilizing other forms such as dimers or
monomers that could be better in purification and crystallization assays.
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Fig. 3: GROMACS Energies Plot of the minimization of the Robetta 1 model
using steepest descent (A). GROMACS Energies Plot of the second
minimization of the Robetta 1 model using conjugate gradients (B)
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Fig. 4: RMSD map that compares the different steps of molecular dynamics
(each frame represents 50ps) (A). Comparison between model 1 generated by
Robetta (represented in ocher color) and the final conformation after a 50 ns
molecular dynamics simulation (represented in light blue) (B)
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